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   Introducing the Raycon Magic Mat Pro: Your Ultimate Wireless Charging Mouse Mat 

 

Raycon is proud to unveil the latest addition to its innovative lineup – the Raycon Magic Mat Pro, a 

cutting-edge 15W Qi Wireless Charging Mouse Mat. Designed to revolutionize your workspace, this 

versatile accessory seamlessly combines wireless charging functionality with premium design and 

functionality. 

 

**Fast Wireless Charging Compatibility: The Raycon Magic Mat Pro features built-in 15W wireless fast 

charging capability, compatible with a wide range of smartphones that support wireless charging. From 

iPhone models 8 through 14 Pro Max to Samsung Galaxy series 10 and beyond, including Galaxy Note 

9/8, and all other Qi-enabled devices, experience hassle-free charging without the need for cumbersome 

cables. (Please note: Power adapter not included with this Mouse Pad.) 

 

Charging Method: Our newly designed wireless charging mouse pad offers convenient charging method – 

lay flat charging. Transform your workspace into a mobile phone holder effortlessly,  

 

**Premium Surface: Crafted with a soft cloth surface, the Raycon Magic Mat Pro provides an ultra-

smooth, accurate, and controllable platform for your mouse. Experience less resistance than traditional 

mouse pads, ensuring fast and smooth tracking, elevating your office work experience to new heights. 

 

**Durable Construction: Measuring 800x300x4mm, this desk pad features a PU leather charging board 

for added durability and style. The oil-resistant PU leather surface is easy to clean, providing full 

protection for your mouse pad and ensuring longevity. 

 

**Enhanced Stability: The Raycon Magic Mat Pro is equipped with a non-slip base, keeping it firmly in 

place on your desk and providing superior grip. Professional edge stitching, combined with waterproof 

material, prevents fraying, and ensures a longer lifespan. The 4mm thickness guarantees shape stability, 

eliminating any wave formation for a seamless user experience. 

 

Upgrade your workspace with the Raycon Magic Mat Pro and enjoy the convenience of wireless charging 

combined with premium design and functionality. Experience the future of productivity today.    

 

RAPMAT500-24E-BLA – MSRP $49.99   

 

                


